
 

14.00 – 14.45 
Hidden jewels of the CPR 
crown  
Ben Leech and Kate Boakes  
A tour of some of the lesser used by-ways 
of the CPR, taking in some well-known 
but now somewhat neglected sights 
along the way. This talk aims to add 
some new and old tricks to the 
procedural arsenal at any litigator’s 
disposal. 
 

Claims against the police post 
Robinson and Worboys; duties and 
human rights  
John-Paul Swoboda 
John-Paul will consider the Supreme Court 
decisions in Robinson and Worboys which 
have profound consequences for all claims 
brought in negligence or under the Human 
Rights Act and fundamentally re-position the 
law in relation to claims against the police. 

14:50 – 15:35 
An introduction to Periodical 
Payments  
Hugh Hamill 
This is an introduction to Periodical 
Payments for those who have heard of 
them, but never had to consider whether 
they were suitable for their case. 
Hugh will look at the rules which govern 
PPs and consider the pros and cons of 
offering them. 

Getting the most out of the costs 
and case management process 
Anna Symington  
Anna will look at the recent decisions relevant 
to budgeting and will try to provide some 
practical guidance for both Claimants and 
Defendants on how to derive the most from 
the process. 
 

15:35 – 16:00 Tea and coffee break  

16:00 – 16:45 
Motor Insurance update  
Nigel Lewers 
An update on developments in the law of 
motor insurance 

Dicing with procedural death: a 
limitation update  
Mary Newnham and Nina Ross  
A practical update on the key recent 
developments in limitation and related 
defences.  Topics covered include date of 
knowledge, section 33, contribution 
proceedings, foreign proceedings and service. 
 

16:50 – 17:35 
Fundamental Dishonesty – 
QOCS & S 57 
Charlotte Reynolds  
A look at the background, statutory 
framework, and recent authorities 
concerning Fundamental Dishonesty in 
the context of both s.57 and QOCS. 
 

Civil Liability Bill – what’s happening 
and when 
Sarah Beslee and Rachit Buch 
Sarah and Rachit will look at the key reforms 
introduced by the Bill on the discount rate and 
whiplash claims. They will focus on the 
practical impact of the reforms, when the new 
rate will be set, and the impact of the Bill on 
tactics for settlement. 

12 King’s Bench Walk  
Manchester Personal Injury Seminar 

THIS TRAINING IS ACCREDITED WITH 3 APIL CPD HOURS. 

Please join us for drinks, nibbles, and networking after the seminar. 


